IQF Vegetables

Would you like
an Angus burger
with your roasted
vegetables?

It’s all about fresh.
Few things taste and look better than field fresh
vegetables, impeccably roasted. From the fields

Crisp, firm and flavorful.
The typical soft, wet texture and washed out

of California’s Central and Imperial Valleys,

color of conventional blanched, roasted

we select vine ripened produce, all hand harvested

and grilled frozen vegetables

and selected for color and freshness to produce

are a thing of the past with our

our signature line of restaurant quality, true
center-of-the-plate individually quick
frozen roasted vegetables.
At Haliburton we use proprietary
high-temperature roasting
and flame-searing processes

unique process. We are able to
consistently produce vegetables with no
telltale weeping or snyneresis. Our vegetables
perform brilliantly in fajitas, burritos and tacos,
on top of pizzas, burgers and sandwiches and
exquisitely as a center-of-the-plate accompaniment

followed by a unique flash

to any entrée – and because they are certified

freezing system to produce

Ready-to-Eat, can be used cold in salads or as

outstanding frozen roasted

a garnish.

and grilled vegetables with
fresh flavor, bold, vibrant
colors and a crisp, firm
texture – a true
replacement for fresh
cut vegetables.		

More than 40 different vegetables
in over 100 different cuts.
With over 40 different
vegetable varieties in
hundreds of different cuts,

we can supply you with

multitude of packaging options. Pick your product;

almost anything you

pick your package, we here to help.

need. From diced, sliced,

How about a blend of vegetables? We offer

julienne, medallions,

any combination of roasted, grilled

quarters, crinkle cuts,

and non-roasted vegetables,

matchsticks, whole

formulated to our exacting

and frankly any other

standards and packaged

cut, we most certainly

just the way you require

offer any solution you

them. Our team of chefs

require. From Asparagus,

can add seasoning or

Butternut Squash,

enrobe the vegetables

Edamame, and Fennel to Garlic, Mushrooms, Poblano

in sauce to create your signature blend. How about

Peppers and Zucchini, Haliburton has all the varieties

adding IQF Rice, IQF Pasta, or IQF Seafood to

that you are looking for and then some.

any blend – Szechuan Shrimp with Wild Rice and
Roasted Sugar Snap Peas, Matchstick Carrots

Unique packaging, exclusive blends.

and Brown Mushrooms? Go ahead challenge us,

We offer unique packaging solutions for retailers,

we’re always ready to prove ourselves, we push

foodservice operators and industrial food

ourselves everyday.

manufacturers. From 6-ounce microwavable
packages to 1,000-pound bulk totes, we offer a

Haliburton, equal parts food, science and taste.

Industrial

Anchovy pastes and purées.

Salsas.

We are the largest manufacturer of anchovy pastes and
purée in the world. Available in more than 20 different
formulations, including low salt purées, these products
are distributed primarily to salad dressing and sauce
manufactures worldwide. All of our products are Kosher
certified and preservative free. Available in package
sizes from 20 pounds to 2500 pounds, we have the right
formulation and packaging solution for every application.

No one offers a broader line of high-quality salsas. Our
unique Flash Pasteurizing – Flash Cooling technology
allows us to lock in subtle flavors and volatile aromas
to produce salsas with vibrant colors and fresh flavors.
We offer Dipping Salsas, Fire Roasted or Fruit Salsas
and traditional Mexican table salsas all in a certified safe,
Ready-to-Eat product.

What you should know about Haliburton.
Created in 1992 with the goal of combining food science and culinary excellence to
improve the quality and reduce the cost of prepared foods, today, we are a specialty
foods powerhouse. We serve national retailers, multi-unit restaurant operators
and international food manufacturers from our new 300,000 sq. ft.
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Ontario, California. With hundreds
of different products and packaging solutions from 8 ounces to 3000 pounds,
we have the product and packaging solutions you’re looking for.

3855 Jurupa Street, Ontario, California 91761 - 1.877.980.4295
www.haliburton.net

Ingredients for
soups, salsas, dressings
and sauces.

